SCI 11
10 – Intro
oduction
n to Phyysical Sciience
Course Descriptio
on
Introduce
es the studentt to basic con
ncepts from th
he physical scciences such aas motion, fo
orce, energy, h
heat,
electricityy, magnetism and the atom
mic theory of matter. Discuusses the scieentific princip
ples that undeerlie
everyday phenomena, modern tech
hnologies, and planetary pprocesses. Exaamines how tthe various
branches of science, su
uch as physicss, chemistry, geology, metteorology, asttronomy, relaate to each
another. Lab
L portion of
o the course reinforces basic concepts.

Instructtional Matterials
Krauskopff, K., & Beiserr, A. (2014). The
T Physical Universe
U
(15thh ed.). New York, NY: McG
Graw Hill.

Course Learning Outcomes
O
1. Describe the characteristic values and prrocedures of the physical sciences.
2. Apply concepts in physical sciences
s
to evvaluate curreent trends and
d issues in thee modern wo
orld.
3. Give exampless of how the physical
p
laws governing mootion, waves,, energy, and heat relate tto
evveryday phen
nomena.
4. Describe the properties
p
of electricity,
e
maagnetism, andd electromaggnetic radiatio
on.
5. Describe the physical
p
basis for nuclear te
echnologies.
6. Exxplain the relationships be
etween the Pe
eriodic Table of Elements,, the inner strructure of ato
oms,
an
nd the chemical properties of substancces.
7. Analyze the ph
hysical structu
ures, properties, and proceesses that shape the Earth
h and their
asssociated nattural hazards.
8. Describe the physical
p
proce
esses influenccing climate aand weather, including thee roles of natu
ural
an
nd anthropoggenic activity on climate.
9. Evvaluate how research
r
is co
onducted on extraterrestri
e
ial bodies.
10. Discuss what iss known abou
ut the life cyccles of stars, ggalaxies, and tthe universe..
11. Use technology and information resourcces to researcch issues in ph
hysical sciencces.
W
clearly and
a concisely about physiccal sciences ussing proper w
writing mechaanics.
12. Write
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